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Centrum Resident Use Policy
Corvidae Press (the Guild) is an association of artists who share an interest in
printmaking and who support and manage a common non-toxic printmaking facility.
Membership is based on an interest in printmaking and a commitment to the
cooperative structure and spirit of the organization.
Corvidae Press is a nonprofit corporation governed by a board of directors, dedicated
to the pursuit of the printmaker’s craft, with a focus on education, community and
regional interaction.
It is in this spirit that the Guild sets these guidelines for studio use for Centrum
Residents:
1. Centrum, having 1 membership in the Guild, can therefore provide any qualified
Centrum Resident/(CR) access to the print studio under the same guidelines
applicable to all Guild members (see item 2).
2. The CR will have unlimited communal studio access 24 hours-7 days a week, during
each residency, without priority over Guild members. The CR must abide by all
Corvidae Press guidelines and studio rules. These Guidelines and Rules will be
given to the CR by Centrum with their orientation packet.
3. The CR must provide his/her own printmaking supplies; inks, plates and paper, plus
any other special materials they require. Note: Corvidae Press operates a non-toxic
print studio, no exceptions. (Corvidae guidelines provide information).
4. Centrum must provide Corvidae Press with CR contact information, dates of
intended studio use and/or public events she/he may wish to conduct, including
workshops, demonstrations and lectures. (With as much advance notice as
possible).
5. The number of CRs is limited to 8 per year, with only 2 (two) CR printmakers in
residence at any one time (unless special consideration is requested, in advance, by
Centrum and/or potential CRs).
Corvidae Press Board of Directors will review this policy on an annual basis adjusting
as required and will consider all of Centrum’s requests.
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